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About This Game
The week you spend in Japan will certainly be memorable!!!
Get a taste of the foreign travel offered by printed guidebooks.
Enjoy a tour around Japan from the comfort of your own home!
As the game's protagonist, you'll travel to famous Japanese sightseeing spots in the company of a pair of beautiful young sisters.
The girls will describe the spots, take you out to dinner, and grow closer to you throughout your travels.
The thrill of taking a trip through Japan with pretty girls is the experience offered by this "Guide Game" -- a guidebook in game
format!

Beautiful Tour Guides!!
Famous Japanese Sightseeing Spots!!
Delicious Japanese Dishes!!
*In order to unlock achievements, you will need the 2016 version DLC.
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a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7
Processor: Pentium 4 1.4GHz
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After the first battle, this is another beautiful DLC. Especially if you love the Kharkov Operations.
Playing on hard AI as the Germans I still feel sorry for the Soviet 6th gds Calvary forces. At least for the vanguard anyway. The
German forces are formidable when entrenched. I got lucky with my pre-planned artillery strikes and the defilades\/enfilades
were carefully layed out with timed "fire at will" selections. The smoke screens were flukes but I exploited them for well timed
falling back tactics into ravines and up into little villages on reverse slopes.
The snow started gently falling amidst the ensuing battle.
Anyone who is an Eastern Front fan and has not played Mius Front does not know what they are missing.
This game (if I can use the term) keeps getting better and better upon every DLC release.
What an unbelievable wargame.
Thank You Graviteam: Tactics. Like the main character, Demitri, I willed myself to finish. This game was a journey: much like
life, I suppose, it started out fairly interesting and then became progressively more tedious, difficult, and even punishing. But what
started as a simple resolution to not let yet another game in my library go unfinished transformed into grim determination: to push
Demitri, this proud old man terrified of failure, onward.
I don't think I'll play through the game again, unless in adventure mode (i.e., no combat). However, despite there being no
achievements per se, I feel like I achieved something, and in the end...I'm glad I experienced it. It is truly unique, and thought
provoking; not so much in the dialog, but because of Demitri's underlying "personality" and experiencing, through the game
mechanics, his descent into frailty.. Both of these decks are really fun to play. I'm not the biggest fan of frightfers and patchwork is
not in this game, but that's not because it is bad I dislike it because I'm not much good with it(gem knights fan myself). Constellars
are really fun to play, I do not think that they are very good. Constellar Pleiades is the highlight of this DLC though, being good in
a variety of strategies, including but not limited to: Artifacts, cyber dragons, and even kosmos can go into this.
Overall fun DLC, would not recommend for competitive play though. Multiplayer sucks don't recommend. This game is
challenging. You start off weak and outnumbered, and it is unforgiving. You have to balance having cash available to replace a
lost ship, or quicksaving/loading if that is your thing, with having the best available ships and equipment. Being unable to directly
control any of the ships while in combat (you can't actually fliy the ships, just give them targets/goals/waypoints) can be a pain, as
can basic maneuvering at times. So while it is possible to juggle your fighters to keep them alive, YOU WILL LOSE FIGHTERS. The
skill system is not reversible, though you can get enough points to level up your chosen specialization fully, so which specialization
you choose matters as do which skills you get and when. I personally enjoy this game quite a bit, though I can understand how some
people may be frustrated with the mechanics.. quot;Bombedfag" - Me 2018. It does not work, you need a programmer so you can
play. It is an inferior version of Disciples 2, it is not worth it.. I finished one level and couldn't think of a compelling reason to keep
going. It's not a bad game, it's just entirely uninteresting.
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This is a okay game. The art style fits what it's advertizing and it's just a soccer game. The nice thing about it is the really low
minimum requirements. The gameplay is simple, however it's STRONGLY reccomended to use a gamepad since most (if not
all) of the menu is all xbox 360 buttons. One gameplay mechanic is the use of two round in one match. Each round is essentially
a new game with about 3 minutes to score on each others. There are some bugs, when I shot the ball and it went in the net... it
counted as a "penalty shot" not a goal. Other then that it's simple but not really worth the full retail price it's asking, get it on
sale.. EDIT: I finally got past the drinking game - I think there is indeed a glitch that causes it to be impossible during some
plays - but the character development and story only get annoying and unbelievable from there. This is more like work than a
game.
This game is seriously disappointing. It's too dark, the graphics are worse than an older Nancy Drew game, and I can't get
through the stupid drink mixing "game." I seriously can't tell what I'm doing wrong; I'm starting to think it's just a glitch. I don't
even feel like trying anymore because it simply isn't any fun. Not recommended; try another ND game before this one, because
it may turn you off to the series.. For what it is, this game is pure perfection. It's a top-down one-hero-against-the-wholeGerman-army shooter with very intuitive controls (it's very easy to steer the tank in any direction, drive forward and backwards,
all while pointing the turret right at the target), varied missions, primary and secondary objectives, optional hidden objectives,
reasonable upgrade system and most imporantly - loads of fun! All that for a very decent price which tends to go unreasonably
low on occassions. If you remember the golden age of top-down shooters, you'll love it!. You are often hurt with each move, yet
no way to know how to prevent it. ??. 10\/10 They sell baguettes on Edboreth
And the game is really interesting, making you analyse a language.. The game was released too early, but the first update seems
to address most of the show-stopping bugs. So the game is now playable and you can actually finish it (and quit it). If you like
FMV games, you'll enjoy this one.. Fun game. With some updates and bug fixes I think it can fill the Bomberman void on PC.
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